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Switching between different vortex states in two-dimensional easy-plane magnets
due to an ac magnetic field
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Using a discrete model of two-dimensional easy-plane classical ferromagnets, we propose that a rotating
magnetic field in the easy plane can switch a vortex from one polarization to the opposite one if the amplitude
exceeds a threshold value, but the backward process does not occur. Such switches are indeed observed in
computer simulations.
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There is a growing interest in nonequilibrium dynamics
quasi-two-dimensional magnetic materials.1–4 Many mag-
netic properties of these materials are well described by
classical two-dimensional Heisenberg model with easy-pl
symmetry. In this model vortices play a very important ro
They cause a topological phase transition,5 and they contrib-
ute to the so-called central peaks in inelastic neutron sca
ing experiments6–8 that arise from the translational motion o
vortices.9,10

There are two types of static vortex solutions, depend
on the anisotropy strengthd ~see below! of the Heisenberg
exchange interaction:10 in-plane vortices for which all spins
lie in the easyxy-plane, and out-of-plane vortices which e
hibit a localized structure of thez-components of the spin
around the vortex center. In addition to the vorticityq5
61,62, . . . , theout-of-plane vortices have a second top
logical chargep. This is denoted as ‘‘polarization’’ becaus
its sign determines the side of thexy plane to which the
out-of-plane vortex structure points.

The aim of the present paper is to investigate the inte
dynamic of the vortices in the discrete two-dimension
Heisenberg ferromagnet in the presence of an ac magn
field in the easy-plane. It is shown that switching betwe
vortex states with different polarization occurs if the amp
tude of the field is larger than a threshold value.

The easy-plane Hamiltonian for classical spinsSn
5S$sinun cosFn ,sinun sinFn ,cosun% located on sitesn
5(nx ,ny) of a quadratic lattice has the form

H52J(
n,a

$~12d!MnMn2a1A12Mn
2A12Mn2a

2

3cos~Fn2Fn2a!% ~1!

whered is the anisotropy parameter (0,d<1), J.0 is the
exchange constant anda is the vector which connects a si
with nearest neighbors.Sn

z[Mn5cosun is the on-site mag-
netization. In what follows we setJ51 andS51.
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It is known10,11 that for d.dc where the critical value of
the anisotropy parameterdc depends on the lattice type~e.g.
for square latticesdc.0.3) the in-plane vortex withMn50
and the azimuthal anglesFn satisfying the equation
(a sin(Fn

02Fn2a
0 )50, is stable. Ford,dc the in-plane vor-

tex becomes unstable and an out-of-plane vortex is create
exhibits a localized structure of theMn components around
the vortex center. In the case of a circular system of
radiusL with free boundary conditions the azimuthal angl
Fn for both types of vortices are approximately given by

Fn5q arctanS ny2Y

nx2XD2q arctanS ny2Ȳ

nx2X̄
D , ~2!

where a constant phase has been omitted.X and Y are the
coordinates of the vortex center, andX̄5XL2/R2, Ȳ
5YL2/R2 (R25X21Y2) are the coordinates of the ‘‘im
age’’ vortex. In the case of fixed boundary conditions t
sign in front of the second term in Eq.~2! is reversed.

We are interested here in the vortex dynamics under
influence of a spatially uniform in-plane ac magnetic fie
h(t)5h(cosvt,sinvt,0). The interaction of the field with the
spin system has the form

V~ t !52h(
n

A12Mn
2 cos~Fn2vt !. ~3!

The spin dynamics is described by the Landau-Lifshitz eq
tion

Ḟn5
]

]Mn
@H1V~ t !#2

g

12Mn
2

]H

]Fn
,

~4!

Ṁn52
]

]Fn
@H1V~ t !#2g~12Mn

2!
]H

]Mn
.

The last terms in Eqs.~4! represent damping.12

To clarify the behavior of out-of-plane vortices in th
presence of the ac field, we have numerically integrated
9449 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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Landau-Lifshitz equation~4! for a large square lattice in
which we cut out a circle with radiusL524 using both free
and fixed boundary conditions andd50.1,g50.002. We
used relatively weak ac fields so as not to change the gro
state significantly. The integration time was 12 000 tim
units with time step 0.01. First we used an out-of-plane v
tex with polarization p51 as the initial condition and a
clockwise rotating magnetic field with the frequencyv5
20.1: This is close to the frequency of the lowest radia
symmetric eigenmode in the presence of a vortex.11,13–15We
observed that for allh<hcr50.0025 the vortex withp51
remains the stable configuration but forh.hcr a flip to the
state with the opposite polarization (p521) occurs~Fig. 1!.
Using the same initial condition but changing the direction
rotation of the magnetic field (v50.1) we observed the
switching only whenh.0.02. But in contrast to the previou
case when the vortex after switching had a well-defined c
structure, now the out-of-plane structure is almost co
pletely destroyed by spin waves.

Another set of simulations was performed using a sta
out-of-plane vortex state with the sameh but polarizationp
521 as initial condition. We found that the flip occurs on
for a counterclockwise rotating magnetic fieldv.0. The
results of extensive simulations may be summarized as
lows for both types of boundary conditions:

~1! Flips between oppositely polarized states take pl
under the action of the ac magnetic field whenh.hcr ~Fig.
2!.

~2! The threshold valuehcr depends on the productvp
and not on the vorticity. The threshold value in the ca
when the polarization vector is antiparallel to the angu
velocity vectorv5(0,0,v) is much smaller than when thes
vectors are parallel.

~3! Flips are unidirectional. Whenvp,0, the final state
is characterized by a well-defined core structure, while
vp.0 the core structure is destroyed.

The basic reason for the switching can be easily und
stood by using the frame of reference which rotates toge
with the magnetic field. In this frame there exists an iner

FIG. 1. Switching from the state with positive polarization to t
state with negative polarization of the out-of-plane vortex due t
clockwise rotating magnetic field with the frequencyv520.1. The
damping constantg50.002. The lower curve shows the time ev
lution of the magnetization of the inner shell when the field amp
tude h5331023 is above the threshold value, the straight li
corresponds toh51023 ~the amplitude of oscillations in this case
very small'0.005 and therefore they are not seen in the figure!.
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force equivalent to a magnetic field aligned along the angu
velocity v. Then the vortex states with different polarizatio
are nonequivalent and switching processes become ener
cally favored. This cannot explain, however, why the thre
old of the switching is a nonmonotonic function of the fr
quencyv ~Fig. 2!. To gain deeper insight we need a reduc
form of the Hamiltonian~1! which takes into account both
types of vortices: in plane and out of plane. As a topologi
charge,p is conserved in the continuum limit only. Thus th
switching between states with different polarization is due
lattice discreteness.

We consider the near-critical caseu(d2dc)/(12dc)u!1
when the out-of-plane spin deviationsMn are small, and as-
sume also smooth dependence of the deviationsfn5Fn
2Fn

0 from the static vortex structure on the spatial variab
n. In this case, applying the transformation

Mn5(
n

Lnnmn , fn5(
n

Knncn ~5!

where the coefficientsLn,n , Kn,n satisfy the set of
equations Ln,n52(a(Kn,n2Kn2a,n)cos(Fn

02Fn2a
0 ),

mnKn,n52(a@2(12d)Ln2a,n1Ln,n cos(Fn
02Fn2a

0 )# we
transform the harmonic part of the Hamiltonian~1! obtained
in the vicinity of the static in-plane vortex,

H05
1

2 (
n,a

~fn2fn2a!
2 cos~Fn

02Fn2a
0 !

2(
n,a

@~12d!MnMn2a2Mn
2 cos~Fn

02Fn2a
0 !#,

~6!

to the principal-axis coordinatesH05 1
2 (n(cn

21mnmn
2).

In Refs. 13 and 14 the linear eigenmodes of the ea
plane ferromagnet with Hamiltonian~1! in the presence of a
vortex were investigated. The lowest radially symmet
mode, which is localized near the vortex center and descr
the in-phase motion of the core spins, becomes soft whed
approachesdc . In other words, this mode is responsible f
the in-plane vortex instability.

The corresponding eigenvalue, saym1, becomes negative
whend,dc : m15B(d2dc) with B a numerical coefficient.
Inserting the transformation~5! into the HamiltonianH1

a

-

FIG. 2. Threshold value of the field amplitudehcr versusv
obtained from the numerical integration of the full Landau-Lifsh
equations.
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5H2H0 and keeping only the soft eigenmoden51, we ob-
tain an effective soft-mode Hamiltonian

Hs5
1

2
~c1

21m1m1
2!1

A

4
m1

4 , ~7!

where termsm1
2c1

2 and c1
4 which are unimportant in the

near-critical case and all higher order terms have been o
ted. A5 1

2 (n,a(L n,1
2 2L n2a,1

2 )2 cos(Fn
02Fn2a

0 ) is a positive
constant.

We see from Eqs~3! and ~2! that a spatially uniform
in-plane magnetic field cannot excite the radially symme
soft mode when the vortex is situated at the center of
system. Switching can occur only as a result of nonlin
mixing between the radially symmetric mode and nonsy
metric vortex modes which do interact with the spatially u
form alternating external field. This may take place in lar
systems where the motion of the vortex is frozen.16 How-
ever, in a relatively small, finite system with free bounda
conditions the vortex is attracted by its image and mo
along an unwinding spiral trajectory~see e.g., Ref. 17! to-
wards the boundary. Our numerical experiments do sh
that switching events in general occur only when the vor
is at a finite distance from the center. The vortex center m
tion is very slow~with a frequency;1/L2). So we can con-
sider the switching process with fixed vortex position, s
X5R cosx,Y5Rsinx. Inserting Eqs.~5! and~2! into Eq.~3!
and assuming that the vortex is far from the boundariesR
!L), we find that the effective interaction of the in-plane
magnetic field with the soft mode is

Vs~ t !5hS a1c1 sin~vt !2h
1

2
~a2c1

21bm1
2!cos~vt ! D ,

~8!

where al5(n(RAnx
21ny

2/2L2)(Kn,1)
l( l 51,2), and b

5(n(RAnx
21ny

2/2L2)(Ln,1)
2. An effective interaction of the

same form can be obtained by taking into account the
that the vortex structure is velocity dependent10 and antisym-
metric about the direction of the vortex motion. The const
phase shift (qx) plays no essential role and was omitted.

From Eqs.~7! and ~8! we find that in the soft-mode ap
proach the dynamics is governed by

ṁ152c12h~a1 sinvt2a2c1 cosvt !2g~m1m11Am1
3!,
~9!

ċ15m1m11Am1
32gc12hbm1 cosvt.

Here the nonlinear termsm1
n (n.3) and m1

2c1 have been
neglected. An example of the core dynamics based on
~9! is presented in Fig. 3. These results are in good ag
ment with those from the numerical integration of the f
Landau-Lifshitz equations~4!.

To clarify the physical meaning it is convenient to wri
the set of equations~9! as a single equation form1. Near the
threshold (um1u!1), in the limit of small damping (g!1),
and for a not too strong amplitude of the external magn
field (a2h<1) we obtain from Eqs.~9! an effective equation
for m1: m̈11gṁ11m1m11Am1

31h(a1v2bm1)cosvt50.
Thus the vortex core dynamics is analogous to the dynam
of a particle in a double-well potential under the action
it-
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direct and parametric forces.In order to estimatehcr we use a
heuristic approach proposed by Moon.18 Here the switching
occurs when the particle reaches the maximum velocity
the homoclinic orbit. Considering the particle motion in th
potential well centered atm15pAm1 and using multiple-
scale analysis for smallg, h and uv22v0

2u!1, wherev0

5A2um1u is the frequency of harmonic oscillations near t
bottom of the well, we findm1'Aum1u@p1M (v)cos(vt)#,
with

M2F S v0
22v22

3

2
v0

2M2D 2

1g2v2G52A
h2

v0
4 ~a1v

2bAum1up)2.
~10!

The maximum velocity on the homoclinic orbit isum1u/4A.
The switching occurs whenvM (v)5aum1u/4A, where a
'1 is an empirical parameter.From Eq.~10! we findhcr(v)
in the form

av0
2

A2A

1

uV~a1A2V2bp!u
AS 12V22

3

8

a2

V2D 2

1
g2

v0
2
V2

~11!

FIG. 4. Threshold value of the field amplitudehcr versusv, as
given by Eq. ~11!. The parameters used area15b, Ab/a
50.01, v050.08, g50.002.

FIG. 3. Time evolution of the vortex core magnetization in t
presence of the clockwise~upper curve! and counterclockwise
~lower curve! rotating magnetic field based on Eqs~9!. The param-
eters are A5a15a25b51, m1520.1,v560.1, h50.0355,
g50.01. Initial polarizationp511.
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whereV5v/v0. The condition~11! is in agreement with the
results of numerical simulations: the functionhcr(v) has
minima near the frequency of the soft modev'6v0. It is
highly asymmetric~Fig. 4!. For small amplitudes of the
counterclockwise rotating magnetic field (v.0), the switch-
ing conditionh.hcr can be fulfilled only for the vortex with
initial polarization p521, while for a clockwise rotating
field the condition can be fulfilled for the vortex with oppo
site polarizationp51. Qualitatively the same results may b
obtained by using the Melnikov function approach.19 Our
core model gives a rather goodqualitative agreement with
the results of numerical simulations in the case of alterna
magnetic fields with low frequency. For high frequencies o
should modify our approach by taking into account t
change of the vortex structure in the presence of a rap
rotating magnetic field in the easy plane.
n

,

.

ns
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In conclusion, we have shown that the polarization
out-of-plane vortices in easy-plane ferromagnets can
changed by applying an ac magnetic field. Flips occur mu
more easily when the polarization of the vortex is antipara
to the angular velocityv. Flips can take place only in dis
crete systems, and they are unidirectional events.
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